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For certain partial differential operators with constant coefficients a fundamental 
solution .l? is constructed s.t. supp I? is bounded w.r.t. a part of the variables. The 
conditions used in the construction cannot be weakened in general. The 
construction is such that the growth of E’ is minimal. Regularity and parameter 
dependence is studied. As an application several existence and regularity results are 
proved for the inhomogeneous equation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Jones constructed in [7] an elementary solution E’ for the heat equation 
such that the support of ,?? is bounded with respect to the time variable. This 
was used to solve the equation (a/at - d,)f= g such that suppfc supp g + 
((x, t) 1 t E [ 0, E]}. In this note we will impose some general conditions on 
the operator P(D) that imply the existence of an elementary solution whose 
support is bounded w.r.t. a part of the variables (denoted by x’). This is 
proved by solving a certain Cauchy problem which “cuts off’ a special 
elementary solution for P(D). In special cases these conditions turn out to be 
necessary and sufficient for the existence of a fundamental solution with 
partially bounded support. Especially, for semielliptic operators P there is an 
elementary solution the support of which is bounded w.r.t. all coordinates xi 
s.t. degXi P < deg P, where deg,i P is the degree of P(x) in xi. 
The construction naturally violates the uniqueness of the Cauchy problem 
and so I? must have a certain exponential growth at least. This growth is 
proved to be minimal for a wide class of operators (containing the 
semielliptic ones) in the sense of the accurate study of Taecklind [ 131 for the 
heat equation. The constructed elementary solution is proper if P-P’ and 
depends holomorphically on the coefficients of P. As an application the 
support of the solution f of the equation P(D)f= g can be prescribed in 
terms of supp g, namely, we can get suppfc supp g + {x 1 ]]x’ ]] < s), if 
supp,?? is bounded w.r.t. x’. Several applications are given; especially, this 
implies that the zero solutions of p-hypoelliptic operators on 0 are of class 
yp if 0 = 0’ X IR”-“‘, where 0’ is open in R”‘. 
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2. THE MAIN CONSTRUCTION 
In this note the letter P always denotes a polynomial with constant 
(complex) coefficients in n variables. As usual P(D) is the respective 
differential operator, where D := (0, ,..., 0,). D” := 0:’ ... D”,“, and /aI := 
CFzl ai for a E N”, where N denotes the nonnegative integers. It will be 
useful for our purposes to divide the coordinates of y E R” in the following 
way : y = (x, t) = (x’, x”, t), where x = (x’, x”) E lR”-‘, x’ E IR”‘, 
x,, E R”-“‘-1, and t E R. D is handled in the same way. Rk is always 
endowed with the supremum norm and B, (and B:) denotes the sphere of 
radius E centered at 0 with respect to this norm in R” (and R”‘, respec- 
tively). We suppose that P is partially hypoelliptic w.r.t. t = 0, that is, 
P(x, t) := i Q,(x) tk and Q,(x) = 1, (2.1) 
k=O 
and that P satisfies the following estimates on R”: 
) P@)(x, t)i < C( 1 + 1 P(x, t)l) H(x) - ‘““m 
for some 0 < m < 1, C > 0, and every a E N”‘, where 
P-2) 
H(x) :=l + 2 IQd-j(x)l? 
j= I 
H(X)Y < cc1 + I%, a> for some y > 0 and C > 0. (2.3) 
Note that (2.2) implies (2.3) if P is partially hypoelliptic w.r.t. x’ = 0 (see 
Theorem 4.2.3111 in [4]). The aim of this section is to construct an 
elementary solution E for P(D) such that the following can be proved: For 
every E > 0 there is an elementary solution E for P(D) such that 
.??=E on 3:~ R”-“’ and suppEcB&x RR-“‘. (2.4) 
Besides the solution of Jones for the heat equation and besides the 
Schriidinger operator, which can be treated similarly, no further results on 
this problem seem to be known. 
The proof of (2.4) will be done as follows: We will solve the Cauchy 
problem below on R” for special g E D(B&\B:) to cut off the elementary 
solution E: 
P(D)F=O and DfF(x, 0) = DfE(x, 0) g(x’) for O<i<d- 1. 
(2.5) 
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Note that DfE(x, 0) is defined for x # 0 by (2.1). If g = 1 on I/, := B;,\B;, . 
we will show that FEE on U,X I?“-“‘. So 
l?:=E-F, lx’ / < 2, 56. 
.- .- 0 otherwise. 
will be a solution of (2.4). 
The main step in solving (2.5) will be the estimation of certain derivatives 
of DfE(x, O)g(x’) with respect to special Sobolev norms which we are going 
to define. Equation (2.2) implies that dm > deg,, P and thus d > 1 (the trivial 
case that P does not depend on x’ will be excluded in the sequel). Let 
P (x, t) := P(-x. --I). Then (1 + 1 P(x, t)l) k is integrable w.r.t. I for k > 1. 
as 
lZld s 2 lP(x, z)l for z E c, with /z / > ZdH(x). (2.6) 
Let P&) := I(1 + IP-(x, t)I))k dt and i/./J p.pk := (.I‘ If(L’)&(mt’)Ip b)““. Let 
(M,)“ED, denote an increasing sequence of positive numbers such that 
M, > Ann! and M,,M ,,,, ,< A”“““M,,, _ ,, ,. (2.7) 
for some A > 0 and every n, n’, n” E k”. Let C ’ (M,,, ii’k) := 
(f: 9ik -+ c / lPff(x)l < C,B”‘M,,, for all B > 0 and a E K’}. j@ is used 
instead of P(#“, R k). Using the notation introduced so far we can now 
state the main result in the proof of (2.4). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let P satisfy (2.2) and (2.3). Then there is an elementar!, 
solution E for P(D) such that for g E C” (M,, 1”‘) and k 3 1 there is k’(k) 
such that for all h E D(R”- ‘) 
where 
l(Q(D) (D;E(x, O>g>, h)l< C’C’M,,,,, Lk’ llhll,+,A. 
Q(D) := Id[ Qd-j(D)‘J, 0 < 1 - d - 1 < ;. s,ij < I + d - 1 := 1’. 
i 1 ,? 
(t) := min(i E 21 I i > t). 
Proof. (a) To start with the construction of E, we first state the 
existence of some bounded function G E P(R”) s.t. 
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IP- (x9 111 > 2 for (x, t) E supp G, 
P- is bounded on supp( 1 - G), 
Vx,G is bounded on R”. 
P-8) 
This is seen as folows: Combining (2.3) and (2.6) gives 
(H(x) + ltl)Y< C,(l + lP(x, 4). (2.9) 
Now G, E C”O(R”-‘) is chosen that G,(x) 3 1 if H_(x) < (3Cl)“Y and 
supp G, c S := {x ( H-(x) < (3C,)‘ly} + B;, and such that G, and V,,G, are 
bounded. Let G, E D(lR) satisfy G,(t) - 1 for It( ,< (4C,)‘jy. We define 
G := 1 - G, G,. Then V,, G is bounded and (P(x, t)/ > 2 for (x, t) E supp G 
by (2.9). As 
IF(x, t>l< (d+ l)(H-(X)d + IfId>, (2.10) 
the only thing left to prove is that H- is bounded on S by some constant C,. 
This results from (ii) in Lemma 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.2. (2.2) implies each of the equivalent conditions 
(i) ( QF?j(x)l < CH(xy-‘“““‘,fir each a E N”’ and x E R”-‘. 
(ii) H(x’ + y’, x”) < C(H(x’, x”) + ( y’ I”), for each x E R”-‘, 
y’ E R”‘. 
Proof: (2.2) 3 (i) Let a E N”’ and t := M(x), IA 1 < 1. 
I P,(l)1 := \’ Qp’(x) H(x)~,I~ = I P(“)(x, t)l 
k=O 
< C( 1 + IP(x, t)l) H(x)) ‘““m < c, II(x lU’lrn, 
by (2.2) and (2.10). The proof is completed by noting the fact that for all 
polynomials Q(I) := C, j, <d a$j : 
(2.11) 
(i) * (ii) This follows by the Taylor formula for Qdej(x’ + y’, x”) and 
the fact that j > 1 a l/m if Q$! j f 0. 
(ii) + (i) is proved like (2.2) * (i) by considering 
Q(l) := Qd-j(x’ + ;1H(x’, x”)“~, x”) for ;1ElR”‘, Idl<l. 
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We now choose M > 2dC, + (3C,)“r where the constants are taken from 
the above construction of G. This gives by (2.6) 
lPp(x, t + zM)( > (2dC,)d/2 := c* > 0 for (x, t) E supp G, G? 
and z E G with (z/ = 1. (2.12) 
Set E, := (27r) --n (G/P_)” (^  being the Fourier transform) and 
(E?, cp) := --i(27r) -n-’ j (1 - G(x, t)) 
X‘ 
J Iii- I 
4(x, t + zM)/Pm (x, t + zM) $ dx dt. 
for cp E D(Ip”). It is easily seen that E := E, + E, is an elementary solution 
for P(D). (2.13) 
(b) Now E, will be estimated. Let h, E D( I- 1, 1 I) and I’ E V. 
I(QPWfEz g>? hh,)l 
= I (Ez 3 gQ(-0) M-4)’ h ,>I 
= l(2~) n-’ (_ (1 - G(x, t)) g *’ (Q(-D) A)^  (x) 
X 
I Iz/= I 
(-t - zM)‘h^,(t + zM)/P_(x, t + zM) 9 dx dt I 
~c,Cijl;ll~jl~(y’)l~lQ-(-u’-~~,x”)~(x’-~’.x”) 
x (1 - G(x, t))l dx dy’ / h^,(t + zM)I dt dz 
< c, cf f [  I &I’)\ f  H-(x’ - y’), x”)” h^(x’ -I”. x”) 
.I 
x (1 - W, t>>l dx &’ dt ,yf, j I h,(r) ev(zMr)l dr. 
Here *’ denotes the convolution w.r.t. x’. The first inequality follows from 
(2.12). Using Lemma 2.2(ii) it is seen that H-(x’ --y’, xl’)” < 
C”(C:’ + 1~‘\““) on supp(1 - G). Now the methods of the proof of that 
lemma can be used to show that the following condition is equivalent to 
(2.2): 
/ P(x’ + 4”. x”, t)l < C( 1 + I P(xI, x”, t)i)( 1 + / ?” l”/H(X)Y. (2.14) 
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This implies 
Pk(X’, x”) < C”( 1 + / y’ ]mkd) ,+(x’ - y’, x”). (2.15) 
As ,uk is bounded from below on supp( 1 - G) and P- is bounded there we 
finally get for k’ > {mkd} + 2n’ 
Q(D)(Ez(-, t)g) therefore is an entire function oft with values in BOO,,,pk and 
the desired estimate follows. 
(c) The estimation of E, is a little more involved. 
(i) As deg,, Q < ml’, the Leibniz formula gives 
(Q(DWfE,(., O)g), h) = , ,TmI, (-1)‘” (a!)-’ (Q@)(D) D;E,(., o), Dog/z). 
0, 
(2.16) 
Let dl, :=CJI, Df, k,(x’) := CyL 1 xj” and h, E D(lR). We now apply a 
formula for partial integration by Treves [ 14, p. 4041 on each term in (2.16) 
separately with even 1. This yields, as 0 @ supp g, 
(Q(‘)(D) DfE,, D’ghh,) 
= (2x)-” J’ (-t)’ G(x, t) Q’a’(x)/P-(x, t)dl,(Dagh/k,)^ (x) dx 6,(r) dt 
= (2n)-” j [1(-t)’ G(x, t)d;(Q!?(x)/P-(x, t))(D’g/k,)^ *’ /i(x) dx 
- b$l ,$ J’ (-t)'D:-*(Q'a)(x)lP~(x, 9) 
X DjG(X, t)(Xj”-‘Dug/k,)* *’ L(X) dX 
I 
h,(t) dt. (2.17) 
If the term in brackets is integrable w.r.t. t then its Fourier transform is 
continuous and the integral is just (Q(‘)(D) DfE,(x, 0), Dagh). 
(ii) The sum in (2.17) can be estimated by means of the Cauchy 
integral formula. Using the Taylor formula, (2.2), and Lemma 2.2(i) it is 
easily seen that Q-(x’ + z, x”) and PI ‘(x’ + z, x”, t) are bounded on S := 
supp DjG, if .z is taken from a fixed small neighborhood of 0 in C”‘. As DiG 
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and t are bounded on S we can argue as at the end of (b) (using (2.15)) to 
estimate the sum by 
c \‘- (A-b)! C\“‘+-lM,,,+ ywi,,ndk, lI~ll,,“A. (2.18) 
b-l 
(iii) Passing to the first term of (2.17) we will have to estimate 
d,;(Q’“‘(x)/P (x. t)) for special A. We state this as a separate lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let P satisf\l (2.2) and choose Q as abow 
(a) lQ?)(x)i < a!C~‘+‘SIH~~(x)“~‘“““.for a E 7%Jn’, 6 = ry , s/j, 
(b) / 0; + “(Q’“‘(x)/P- (x, t))l 
)/Km~“dm’.ffor B= {ml’--lalI.j<rf’. 
Proof (a) For /s / = 1 the assertion is given by Lemma 2.2. Set (s / = 
k + 1 and assume that (a) is proved for /s/ Q k. Take j’ s.t. sj, > 1, and set 
s/ := sj for j fj’, and sj, := sj, - 1, 
where C is taken from Lemma 2.2. This proves (a) if C? > max(n’, eC). 
(b) (i) We first note that (2.2) implies 
, P’“)(x, 1)1 < C( I + jP(x, t)l)’ ‘n”(dm’ for a E :J” . (2.19) 
In fact. using (2.10) we only have to prove 
,P(“‘(x, t), < C( 1 + / P(x, t)[)( 1 + 1 t 1) ‘O’.“n for a E PJ”‘. (2.20) 
This is evident for / tI < 2H(x) and follows from Lemma 2.2 and (2.6) for 
, t! > 2H(x). 
(ii) We set f(x, t) := min(H(x)- ‘lm, iP(x, f)i “(dm’) for j P(x, t)i > 2. 
Reasoning by induction on Ja 1, (2.2) and (2.19) will give (see [ 14, p. 405 1) 
lDaP:‘(x, t)l < a!(AC’f_(x, t))‘“’ (P:‘(x. t)i for aEN”. 
where A depends on n’ only. 
(iii) Note that deg,, Q (‘) < rn6 - Ial for a E Y”’ by (a). 
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Ipp+“(Q’“‘(x)/P~(x, t))l 
= / ,,s,., (8~s)Oye~~(x,oft"-y(P_'(x,r))~ 
(a + yej)! clot+ Yf lsl,~(x)6-m + Y)lm 
x (AC’f_(x, tp+- (p + v-y)! IPI’(x, t)l, 
where ej is thejth unit vector. Now 
f-cx, f)l4+rl-yl ~~H_(x)-l~~‘-lall/m+~lm lp-cx, t)l-~l(dm), 
as Y < rnd - 1 a I< /3. The proof of the lemma is completed by observing that 
c 
(a+YejY< -j- (14+Y~Y~exp~lal+1?~ 
y<m/‘-Ial y!a! ’ - Y<B Y! 
We now choose q := {md(k - 1 + (d - 1)/y)}, where y is taken from (2.3). 
As k + (d - 1)/y < q/(&z) + 1 and 1 tl’ < C jP_ (x, t)l’d-‘)‘y, the application 
of Lemma 2.3(b) will give 
It’d~,~(Q!?(x)/P~(x, t))l < C@ + q)! Cf+“+‘s’+‘a’ IP?(x, t)lk. 
Changing the order of integration, the first term of (2.17) is estimated by 
C,(p+q)! cpl+b+fJ+‘sl 1 l(D”g/k, + ,)^ ( y ‘)I 1 lruk(x’, x”) @x’ --y’, x”)I dx dy’ 
< c3@+ q)! C~ta+'s'+'a'M,o,+(mdk,t2n' iIhlil,,ik~ 
where C, contains the distance from supp g to 0 and (2.15) is used as above. 
(iv) In particular we have shown that the integral w.r.t. t in (2.17) 
exists. Setting L :=p + r] in part (ii) of the proof we get 
(A - b)! M lalt(mdk)+2n'~A'm"'+k'M,,l',+k', 
and 
(P + r>! hf lal+(mdkl+2n’~A’m”1+k’M,,l’,tk’~ 
where k’ = 2n’ + {mdk + md(k - 1 + (d - 1)/y)} and (2.7) is used. Finally 
collecting everything we obtain 
I(Q(~Wf% 0)&T>, h)l < C5C!5M,ml,)tk' lihll,,pk, 
and Theorem 2.1 is thus proved. 
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THEOREM 2.4. Let P satisfy (2.2) and (2.3) and let E be chosen as in 
Theorem 2.1. Then for every F > 0 there is an elementary solution I? for P(D) 
such that 
i?=E on B’,xR”-“’ and supp,%Bj,x R”-“‘. 
Proof. Following the general line of proof indicated at the beginning of 
this section, we have to solve the Cauchy problem 
f’(D) F = 0, DfF(x, 0) = DfE(x, 0) g for O<t<d- 1. (2.5) 
where g E Cm(M,, , R”‘), supp g c B:,\B:, and g = 1 on iJE := B,i,\B& 
(a) To this end it is sufficient to solve the problem 
P(D)L(f) = 0, D:‘- ‘W-)(x, 0) =./Xx>, D:L(f)(x, 0) = 0, (2.21) 
for 0 < k < d - 1 and special f: In fact, 
d-l 
4 
d-j-1 
F := K' 
“ DfQj+k+ 1 
k=O 
(D) L(D:'E(c 0) g)), (2.22) 
i-0 
will solve (2.5). (2.21) is solved by a power series expansion in t. This yields 
the following result: Let o,-, G 1 and o,(D) := C, (-1)‘“’ nf=, Qdej(D)$i, 
where the sum is extended over all multi-indices s := (si ,..., sd) E Nd such 
that Cjd,,sjj=I-dd 1. For SE D’(lR’-‘) we define L(f)(x, t) := 
CEdpI Q,(D)f(x)(it)‘/l!. If the series converges in D;(lR”-‘) uniformly for 
bounded t, then it will be a distribution on R” that solves (2.5). Note that the 
coefficient of (it)‘//! in (2.22) is the sum of at most dZd terms of the kind 
considered in Theorem 2.1. 
(b) We now choose M, := n!‘, where 1 < 6 < l/m. yh is a 
nonquasianalytic class of functions. As ,u~ is bounded for large k we may 
apply Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2.9 in [4] to get 
as 
llF(+, t)ll,,l < C, c C:({mZ’) + k’)!’ dfd ItI’//! < 03, 
I 
(ml’}!“//! < c’I!““-’ and 6m -- 1 < 0. 
(c) It remains to prove that F = E on U, x RnPn’. In part (b) of the 
proof of Theorem 2.1 we already remarked that E, is an entire function of t 
with values in D~(lT?“‘\(O) x R’-“). This can be proved for E, using the 
method of partial integration in part (c) of that proof and the estimate 
(2.20). So the equality is established (though we did not assume that iR”-’ is 
noncharacteristic w.r.t. P) and the theorem is proved. 
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To prove Theorem 2.4 an estimation by Sobolev norms weaker than p, 
clearly would be sufficient. The accurate estimation of Theorem 2.1 is 
needed for the study of the regularity of ,!? in Section 3. We finish this section 
by shortly discussing condition (2.2). The first claim is that the constant m 
in (2.2) can be chosen minimal in Q. In fact, there is a constant C > 0 such 
that 
c-l < d’(x, t) \’ 
N~zx’az0 
IP(@(x, l)/P(X, t)l”‘“’ < c, 
where 
14, Lemma 4.1.11. So P satisfies (2.2) iff 
1 IPYX, t>l < C(1 + IP(x, 01) 
aeNn' 
and 
H(x) < C( 1 + d’(x, t))“. 
The claim is now proved by the Seidenberg-Tarski lemma 141. 
If P, and P, are equivalent that is, 
C-’ < (1 + IP,(x, t)l)/(l + IP,(x, t)l) < C for some C > 0, and 
if P, satisfies (2.2), then so does P, with the same m. (2.23) 
Considering P'(A) := P,(x, A, Hj(x)), i #j, as in the proof of Lemma 2.2, it 
is seen that H, and H, are equivalent (with obvious notations) and the claim 
follows from (2.14). 
Using (2.23), m can be evaluated easily if P is equivalent to IP(x', 0, t)l + 
I P(0, x”, O)l and P(x', 0, t) is semielliptic. In fact, m = deg,, P/deg P is the 
optimal choice in this case. Hence for semielliptic operators there exists a 
fundamental solution whose support is bounded w.r.t. all variables xi such 
that degXi ( deg, P. For x,-parabolic operators (in the sense of [4]) satisfying 
(2.2), an elementary solution i? can be constructed such that 
supp EC [O, C] x IR”-i, C > 0, as Theorem 2.1 can be proved for 
E := (l/P(x, + is, x”, t))*. This holds especially for operators parabolic in 
the sense of Petrovski. 
No regularity is implied by (2.2) on the x” variables of the solutions of 
P(D) whereas P is partially hypoelliptic w.r.t. x’ = 0 if (2.2) holds, 
IP(x,t)l-+ 03 if lx’1 -+ co, and (x”, t) is bounded. 
As H is equivalent to the maximum modulus of the complex roots t of 
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P,(t) := P(x, t), H,* (defined for PIP,) is equivalent to max(H,, H2). This 
can be used to show that in general (2.2) is not preserved by multiplication 
and therefore is not equivalent to the existence of an elementary solution 
with x’-bounded support (see Corollary 4.4a)). Consider P,(xi , xi, t) := 
xi2 + xi” + rut* and P2(x;,x;, t) :=P,(&,x;, t) where a > 2 is even. 
Equation (2.2) is satisfied by Pi for m, = a/(a + 2) and by P, P, for 
m = a2/(2a + 4) which is optimal (consider Dy(P, P?)(.xj , 0.0)) and exceeds 
1 for a > 6. Nevertheless the condition cannot be weakened. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let P be h?Foelliptic and equivalent to dz. Hyhere 
d,(x, t) := inf(](x, t) -yl iP(y) = 0,y E C,” \ and d := deg P. If all solutions 
of P(D) are real analytic in t, then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) For any E > 0 there is an elementary solution E‘ qf P(D) such that 
supp I? c B; x I)“-“‘. 
(ii) P satisfies (1.7). 
(iii) Let 0’ be open in W”‘, 0 := 0’ x ‘:;‘I ‘I , and m < 1. For 
f‘E CT(O) and (gj) E j-J;:; ~““(0’) there exists a solution JO g E Ci (0) 
of the problem D/(fU g)(x, 0) = Djf(x, 0) g,i(x’), for 0 <:j < d -- 1 and 
XuE on irJ” ’ (“C:(O) is a (continuous) ,J”‘~(O’) module”). 
ProoJ: (a) The assumptions imply that P is equivalent to / QO(x)i + / t lr’ 
(see (IO]) and Hi + (rid. This shows that (2.2) in this case is equivalent 
to the condition 
1 P(@(x, t)i ,< C( 1 + 1 P(x, t)i)( 1 + 1 tl) ‘(“,‘n. a E b: ” , (2.20) 
Moreover, (2.2) implies that IQF!j(x)l < C(l + d,(x, I))~- “I “. which (by a 
direct generalization of the arguments in Sect. 4 of [ 4 1) gives: 
For K G 0 there exists C > 0 such that 
for every fE CF (0). 
If 0 = R”, any C > 0 can be chosen in (2.24). (2.25) 
Similarly, 
p&f) := stp stp \Dy(x, t)\/(C’a!) < 00. (2.26) 
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(b) (iii) * (i) As every elementary solution E belongs to 
CF(R”‘\{O} x Rn-n’) and m < 1, (iii) implies that E can be “cut off.” 
(c) (i) * (ii) As will be shown in Section 4, every fE C,“(O) 
coincides with some FE Cp(lR”) on K’ X R”-“‘, where K’ E 0’ is arbitrary. 
(2.26) therefore is valid for f with any C > 0. The open mapping theorem 
shows that p, defines a continuous semi-norm on C,“(O). Applied to 
f(x, 4 := exp(i((xo, b), (x, O)), where PC% 3 43) = 0, x; E C”‘, and 
(xl, to) E I?“-“‘, this gives for any E > 0 
wM) < s;p /~,l”2.Q/a! =MY) G C(E) ,;;yE lf(x, f>l 
I(X”,f)l<B(&) 
< C,(E) eats IIm 4). (2.27) 
Now define p(t) := inf{l Im x’l I P(x’, x”, t) = 0, t* - t* < 0). By (2.27) we 
have t < &b(r) for any E > 0 and large r, whereas ~(5) = AP(1 + o(l)), A > 0 
and a E R, by the Seidenberg-Tarski lemma. This shows that a is strictly 
larger than 1 and ]tl< C(1 + IIm x’])” for some m < 1 if P(x’, x”, t) = 0. 
Now I tl< C(l + d/(x’, x”, t))” for (x, t) E R” and this shows that (2.20) 
and therefore (2.2) is valid. 
(d) (ii) =j (iii) Let us suppose first that fE CF(lR”) and 
gj E y”“‘(R”‘). We have shown in Theorem 2.4 that we need an estimation 
for W><Rf<x~ 0) gi(x’>) w h ere Q(x) := nj”=, &j(x)‘j and C,y=, .si j ,< 
2’ = I+ d - 1. The following product formula is proved by indicution (see 
Sect. 4 in [ 111 for the case d = 1): 
where Aj := (a E N”’ I QyJj f O), r := xi IA,\, /3 := CaEAi ng,, and the 
supremum is taken over all ny s.t. CaeAj J n? = sj. The term with respect to f 
can be estimated uniformly on every compact set by C(C,)(C,I)“-z~‘““” 
for any C, > 0 (using (2.24) and (2.25)). As g E yllm the power series 
converges for any t. The theorem is thus proved in this case. As (ii) implies 
(i) the general case can be handled as in (c) such that the above argumen- 
tation is applicable. 
Note that Theorem 2.5 is a first application of the results of this section. It 
should be remarked that it is now easy to show that it is not sufficient for the 
existence of an elementary solution with x-bounded support that 
deg, P < deg, P, though (2.5) can be solved in certain ultradistribution 
spaces. 
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3. GROWTH, REGULARITY, AND PARAMETER DEPENDENCE 
The construction of an elementary solution. the support of which is 
bounded with respect to the x’ variables, hurts the uniqueness of the Cauchy 
problem with data for .Y; = 0 (1 < i < n’). So E clearly has to satisfy a 
certain exponential growth at least. The study of the growth of ./? will be 
carried out with respect to certain Sobolev norms in general. For hypoelliptic 
operators an estimation with respect to the supremum norm is implied which 
generalizes the estimations proved in (7 1 for the heat equation to the class of 
operators considered in Section 2. We keep all notations of this section. 
To get a better insight into the different growth of A{,,,,, , . k (in Theorem 
2.1) and I! and to minimize the frowth of .%l,, we use the following 
construction 17. Appendix; 1, p. 269 I: 
For m < I let h be a positive and monotonically increasing function 
defined on 10. co). such that 
1” h(t)’ ‘“‘dt<m. (3.1) 
. 0 
Let f be the inverse function of th(t). If y= sh(s) then f(.~*)/)’ = s/(sh(s)) = 
l/h(s). So .ftvYv is decreasing monotonically. Equation (3.1) is equivalent 
to the existence of the series C:- , (f(k)/k)‘,” := C*. (See [ 1. p. 269 I: the 
assumption “h(t) > Ctm’(’ pm)” used there is redundant as this estimation is 
needed for some sequence t, + co only. But this follows from (3.1).) 
There exists a sequence (b,JkGN such that lim,,, b, = co. (b,f(k)/k)““’ is 
decreasing monotonically, and Cprl (b,f(k)/k)“” < 0~. Choose for 
instance b, maximal such that b, < 2”” if C*4 ” ’ < x:i’ k (f(j)/j)’ “I < 
C*4- ’ and such that (b,f(k)/k)“” decreases. 
M, is defined inductively: M, = 1, M,.. JM,, := (b,f(n)/n)’ ” for II 2 I. 
M, is logarithmically convex and MnpjMj < M, for j 6 n. As by assumption 
x:,” t M, . JM, exists and M, ,/M, d ecreases, nM,,+ JM,, is bounded and 
M, > C”n! for some C > 0. Moreover the class of functions CX (M,,, Ii;“) is 
nonquasianalytic. Summarizing, the sequence M,, satisfies all conditions 
needed in the construction of l? in Section 2. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let P satis-! (2.2) and (2.3) and h be chose/? as abore. 
Then the elementary solution E constructed for P(D) in Section 2 satisfies 
the.following estimation: For all C > 0 there exists a > 0 such that 
II EC3 t)li ..,,,.~aex~(Cl~lh(l~I)), (3.2) 
blxhere 
D(X) := ( (1 + j P(x. t)l) ’ dt. 
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Proof. (i) First note that 
and 
M {ml’) tk’ G b ;:-,yw + YYf(l+ Y>>” y  for some y > k’/m, (3.3) 
as k/(b,f(k)) increases. We now consider the solution F of the Cauchy 
problem (2.5). The proof is similar to that in [ 7 \. Using (3.3) and Theorem 
2.1 we get for k> 1, ItI > 1, and ok := @J- 
x (C' I tl/%+ J'+ y. (3.4) 
Set y=jtJh(lfl), that is,f(y)=)tj and,vlf(y)=h(JtJ). 
(a) As lim b-m b, = co, (3.4) can be estimated by 
G (C’Itl~(lt()/b,t,)‘tY(l+~)~~‘~~(C)ex~(CI~l~(l~l)), 
/Z 
for any C>O, if I+y<y. 
(b) For 1+ Y >Y, (3.4) is bounded by C CEO (eC’/b,+,)” y, as f 
increases and lim,_, 6, = CL). 
(c) For jr/ < 1, llF(., t)((,,,,,,,, can be estimated as in (b). 
Summarizing, we get for any t E R and C > 0 
llF(., t)ll m,l~l~,<4C)exp(W WIN. (3.5) 
(ii) (a) As (1 + (P-(x, t>l>- ’ is integrable with respect to t it is easy 
to show that \(I!?,(-,t),cp)< C//cpl\,,L1, for every cp ED(lR”-‘), that is, 
llE,(.~ 41 m,,,,. < C < 00 for any t. 
(b) Using similar methods as in part (b) of the proof of Theorem 2.1 
we get for o E D(lR”P’) and w E D(iF?) 
ICE,, cpw)I < C 11~111,,~ Iv/(t) exp((l + t2)‘12 M)I dt, 
that is, 
IlEd-, t>ll m.l,,, < C ev(Wl + t*)“*), 
for any t. 
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(iii) The theorem follows from (i) and (ii) and the fact that h is 
unbounded. 
If P satisfies the further condition that H(x) -+ co for /xl+ co, then by the 
Sobolev lemma F is an infinitely differentiable function and the estimation 
(3.5) holds with respect to the supremum norm, as we could take any li in 
part (i) of the proof above. This especially holds for hypoelleptic P where the 
further estimation jE(x, t)l < C exp(M( 1 + t*)“*), for i(s, t)/ > 6 > 0. can be 
achieved in this case. We therefore have proved 
COROLLARY 3.2. If P is hypoelliptic and satisfies (2.2). then 
SUP I&, Gexp(--C ItI h(ltl))l < 00 for an?* 6. C > 0. (3.6) 
icr.lbl>h 
This is the estimate proved in [ 71 for the heat equation (where in 171 only 
the existence of some C > 0 is shown). Namely. for this equation we have 
m=i and thus 1 - l/m=-1. 
We will show now that the growth of l? proved above is minimal for a 
wide class of operators. Let ,!? and ,!?’ be two elementary solutions 
constructed as in Section 2, the support of which is contained in B;, x I?” -’ 
and B;,, x IT?“-“‘, respectively. The difference f? - l?’ is a zero solution of 
P(D) which satisfies the growth condition (3.6) on IR”. The support of 
i - I?’ is bounded with respect to x’. Now the following statement is shown 
in 1 12 1: Let P be hypoelliptic and lDpP(x, t)j < C( 1 + jP(x, t)/)( 1 + IXjl) “” 
for any (x, f) E R” and a E N. Then every fE Cj?(R”) vanishes identically 
provided that if(x, t)l < a exp(C ItI h(ltl)) on R” for some C, a > 0. where 
,I’ h(t)‘- ’ dr = co, and that suppfis bounded with respect to *xi. Now if P is 
equivalent to / P(x ,,..., -yip,, 0, xj+ ,,..., s,-, , O)i + lxiid’ + III” for some 
j< n’, then the considerations of Section 2 show that 1/r = d’/d = tn 
(d’ = deg,. P). Consequently, an estimation like (3.6) can be proved for E’ in 
this case iff ,I’ h(t)‘p”m dt exists. 
We now turn to the study of the regularity of E and ,!?, respectively. Let 
II II/J := II l/1.1:11 +IPI) and o E D(R”). If v E D(n?) is chosen such that pv = v. 
then the following is evident: 
and 
Thus E fulfills: For every a > 0 there exists C > 0 such that 
for all cp E D(iR”-’ X (-a, a)). (3.7) 
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The same estimate can be proved for F as follows: Let “I be the Fourier 
transform with respect to t. Let v, E D(R”-’ x (-a, a)), v E D([ -a,, a, I), 
w = 1 on [-a, a], and i > d/2. As DiF can be estimated like F itself we get 
I(F, rp)l = I((1 + D:‘)(W), @‘/Cl + t2’)> ‘^>I 27~ 
< Cexp@,h(~,)) ,syg ll(f/(l + t”))*’ (sl -~)lIl.rc,,. (3.8) 
*- I 
The inequality 
I@‘/(1 + t2’>)+yx, r)l = I(&(1 + t2’))^’ (x, t)l 
< 
1 
1$(x, t)/(l + t2’)I dt, 
shows that 
,,sy, ll@‘/(1 + t*‘N* (-3 4l,,, < ll~ll1,t’~~ VJX, t) := p,(x)/( 1 + t2’). 
Equations (2.9) and (2.10) imply that for sufficiently large q, u,,(x, t) is 
smaller than C(1 + IP-(x, t>l>-‘, that is, llopII,,V, < Ilo(IP~. 
Equation (3.7) is thus valid for F and E -F. 
If P is equivalent to P” we can conclude that l? belongs to 
BIOC m,~, that is, E’ has optimal regularity 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
[4, P. 701. If P&p, then Bm,(,+,Pm,J is not semilocal in the sense of [4]. The 
respective local space thus cannot be defined. As a substitute we can prove 
the following theorem (see [ 14, Theorem 3.21): 
THEOREM 3.3. Let L’2 := {fE L, I suppf@ R”} und L’;/I”C := 
{f E L$” I suppf is bounded with respect to x’} be endowed with their 
natural inductive limit topologies. Then Q(D) l?* is a continuous linear 
operator from Lf into L;/‘O’for any Q such that 
IQ(y)1 G W + IP(Y on W. (3.11) 
Proof. (a) Q is called weaker than P (“Q 5 P” if it satisfies (3.11). 
This order relation is liner than the relation “0 5 p’ considered in (41. Now 
(3.9) implies for v, w E D(lR”) 
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~C,Cl141211~~l12~ (3.12) 
where C depends on the supports of z’ and )-t’ only 
(b) As L; is a strict inductive limit of Hilbert spaces it is complete. 
regular, and reflexive I15 1. Lpc is a (F)-space and (L:); = LF’ as is easily 
seen. Every bounded subset of L5 and LF’ is contained in the closure of a 
subset of D(ll+ ‘I j bounded in L: and Ly’, respectively. Now (3.1 1) .just 
means that Q(D)(E - F)* is a continuous operator from L; into LA\“‘. If 
1’ E L; and supp L’ c B& x R” n’, then the supports of E’:i; 1‘ and 
(E - F - E) * L’ are disjoint. This shows that Q(D),!?* is continuous from 
L;(B;;, x II,“-” ‘) into Lf’“. Using a suitable resolution of the identity and the 
fact that supp /? is bounded with respect to x’, one immediately shows the 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.3 states that l? has optimal regularity with respect to the order 
relation 2. 
At last we want to study the dependence of the statements proved so far 
on the coefftcients of P, that is, we consider P(y) = x’,, z,, J,” as a function of 
its coeffkients. To stress this fact we sometimes denote P by P.. 
The set W(P) of all polynomials Q 5 P apparently is a vector space and 
depends on the equivalence class r of P only. Q, is often identified with the 
coefficient vector (z~). So W(P) carries the natural norm topology of a finite 
dimensional vector space. 
The polynomials equivalent to P form a circled (aQ - P for all a E 1 if 
Q - P) open subset of W(P). For P’ - P consider the norm 1~ Qii” : : 
sup? I Q(~)ll( l + IP(Y) 
If//Q-P’IIP’:=N< 1, then lIP’l1° < (I -N) ‘. (3.13) 
and therefore Q 5 P’ 5 Q (see [ 14, p. 2261) that is, Q - P. 
We now consider the conditions of Section 2. If P is partially hypoelliptic 
with respect to t = 0, then so is every Q E r and deg, Q = d = deg, P. The 
coefficient c(d, Q) of t” in Q(x, t) never vanishes for Q E IY We may thus 
assume that c(d, Q) = 1 when we are considering the dependence of the 
constructions of Section 2 on the coefftcients of Q. 
If P satisfies (2.2) so does every P’ E r with the same constant m by 
(2.23). Moreover, if ZJ := {Q I II Q - P’lIP’ < $}. then 
ffQ(X) < C’ff,.(x), 
and 
I Q(x’ + y’, x”, r)l < C”( 1 + I Q(x’, x”, t)l)( 1 + 1 L” Im/HQ(x’, x”))~, 
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for all (x, t) E R”, y’ E C”‘, and every Q E U. In fact, the constants in 
Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 can be chosen uniformly for Q E U as well as the 
constant appearing in (2.3). All constants used in the construction of 
Section 2 thus can be chosen uniformly for Q E K @ r. which implies 
THEOREM 3.4. Let P satisfy (2.2) and (2.3) and let r be the equivalence 
class of P. For K @ r there exists a function I?, : K -+ D’(R “), such that I?, is 
an elementary solution of P,(D) for every z E K and 
(a) supp E”, c B;, x R”-“‘, 
(b) the following mappings are holomorphic. 
(i) z+EZ:,, &+ D’(lR”), 
(ii) zd,vc-‘, Ei+ S#“), 
(iii) z + Q(D) I?,, k -+ L,(L;, L;““), for Q 5 P, where v,(t) := 
exp(c(1 + t*)“’ h,((l + t’)“‘)) f or some C” function h, < h satisfying (3.1). 
Proof: Only (b)(i) is proved. The other statements follow by a similar 
reasoning (see [ 141). As the function G in (2.8) and the constant M in the 
definition of E, can be chosen independent of Q E K, the Cauchy integral 
theorem and the theorem of Fubini easily show that E, is weakly 
holomorphic with values in D’(lR”). Let Fz be the solution of (2.5) for P;(D) 
and E, with g independent of z. By the above remarks the power series 
F,(., t) converges absolutely and uniformly for z E K and bounded t. So Fz is 
a (weakly) holomorphic function of z E R because the data in (2.5) depend 
holomorphically on z. E,, F,, and I?: are bounded on K. This implies that 
they are holomorphic on Z? as D;(R”) is (sequentially) complete. 
The statement of the theorem is semiglobal contrary to the local 
statements of Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 in [ 141. Using a partition of unity one 
can prove that there is a function ,??: defined on I-, satisfying the theorem 
above with “holomorphic” replaced by ,,infinitely differentiable” (see 114, 
p. 2251). Localized versions hold if z is varying on a holomorphic (CT, 
respectively) manifold. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we are always assuming that for every E > 0 there is an 
elementary solution l? for P(D) s.t. the support of E is contained in 
K, := B: x R”-“‘. (4-l) 
We are going to solve the equation P(D)f = g such that supp f c 
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supp g + K,. As in the case of parabolic operators a density lemma for 
special solutions of P(D) is needed. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let P(D) satisfy (4.1). Let O,, 0, be open and bounded sets 
in R” and O,cO,. For j= I,2 and c > 0 let N; := {fE C; (0;) ~ 
suppfc K,.} with the topology induced by C’“(Oj). Let b > a and suppose 
that l[ TE D/(6?“). K, n supp Tc o,, and K, n supp P(-D) T c. 0,. theta 
K,n supp T@ 0,. (4.2 1 
Then NY is contained in the closure (in C”‘(0,)) of the restrictions to 0, o/ 
the functions in Nt. 
Proof: The proof follows that of Theorem 5.8.3 in 141 and will be 
sketched only. We have to show that every v E C’(0,) vanishing on the 
restrictions of Ni vanishes on NY. Let l? be an elementary solution of P(D) 
with supp I? c K+a,lZ. One easily shows that ,u := I? * v vanishes on 
K, n 0, which implies that suppp n K, G 0, by (4.2). Using a suitable 
p E D(0,) as in the theorem cited above we get 
We will show now that Lemma 4.1 is fulfilled for a certain system ot 
convex sets. For this purpose we define V := {(t’, . v?) / V, E I:.” . V? E 1.” ” . 
(u: L.?) is noncharacteristic with respect to P for all M’ E 1:” } and 0, := 
(0 / 0 = n;,, Hi, where Hi are half spaces s.t. ?H, is parallel to {I,!‘ . 
ci E V). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let 0,, 0, E 0, be open and bounded and 0, c 0:. Then 
the assumptions of Lemma 4.1 are jiilJlled. 
Proof: Let T be given as in (4.2) and y E CO, n K,. By assumption 
there exists a hyperplane H := yz + (v)’ where ~1 E V, which separates ~3 and 
supp Tn K,. Define H, to be the half space with %H, = H containing 4’ and 
set Q2 = Hz n K,. Now choose the half space H, with 3H, =J, + (r). such 
that H, n 0, = 0. For Q, := H, n K, every characteristic hyperplane inter- 
secting .R, intersects Q, by the choice of u. Now T is a zero solution defined 
on .R, and vanishing on Q,. As $2, and 0, fulfill the assumptions of 
Theorem 5.3.3 in 141, T is vanishing on R,, that is, in a neighborhood of J’. 
This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let P satisfy (4.1) and let V contain a basis of Ii,“. 
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(a) For 0 E 0, and g E Cm(O) the equation P(D) f = g is solvable 
with 
f E cm(o) and suppf c SUPP g + K,. (4.3) 
As R” E O,, we may choose 0 = R”. 
(b) Zf V is dense in R”, then (a) is valid for every convex set. (4.4) 
(c) Let k,(x) := (1 + Ix[~)“~. Suppose that there exists s,, s.t. (4.1) is 
fulfilled with 
(4.1’) 
Then (a) and (b) are valid for g E D;.(O) with f E D:.(O). 
ProoJ (a) Using a suitable resolution of the identity in R”’ it is easy to 
see that it suffices to solve the above equation for supp g c K, with 
supp f c K,, b > a. As V contains a basis of R” there exists a sequence 
Q, E 0, of bounded open sets s.t. Q, c Bn, cQ~+, and U0, = R”. For, 
0 E 0, such a sequence 0, E 0, apparently also exists. Let 6, := 0, n 0,. 
o’, E 0, is bounded. Let pk be an increasing system of semi-norms with 
support in o”, defining the topology of P(0). As usual a sequence 
fk E P(o”,) can be defined (using (4.1) and Lemma 4.1) s.t. 
(i) P(D)f,=g on ok-,, 
(ii) suppf, c o’, n Kak, where ak := (b - a) Cj”=, 2-j + a, 
(iii) pk(fk -fkp,) < Yk. 
By (iii) fk converges on 0 against f E Cm(O). f solves P(D)f = g by (i) and 
suppf c K, by (ii). 
(b) is obvious as 0, coincides with the system of all convex sets. 
(c) Let HFC := BF;,. As the regularisations of a distribution T E HFC 
converge against T in HFC and C” has a stronger topology, one can prove a 
statement similar to Lemma 4.2 and valid in HI”‘. Now g E Of;(O) belongs 
to Hz’ for some s, and the construction in (a) is ,going on in H$,I as 
(og*EEHi’$,, for (D E D(d,). This shows the theorem. 
If P is hypoelliptic, then Theorem 4.3 is valid for every distributionf: 
Equation (4.4) is valid if the principal part of P is independent of x’ or if 
there is i E N s.t. xi = 0 for all characteristic vectors x, especially, if P is 
hypoelliptic and all zero solutions of P are real analytic in xi. 
If (4.1) is valid with n’ = n - 1 then there is a zero solution with support 
bounded with respect to x. We may suppose P to be irreducible. By Theorem 
5.7.1 in 141 the principal part of P is hyperbolic with respect to (x, t) if t # 0. 
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Especially, (x, t) is noncharacteristic for t # 0 and so (4.4) is fulfilled. This 
also follows from (2.2). In fact, as a consequence of (2.19) we have 
/ P(x’ + y’, x”, t)j < C( 1 + (P(x, t)I + 1~ Imd), Therefore (x’, x”, t) is charac- 
teristic iff (y’, x”, t) is characteristic for any y’ E R”‘. Thus V is the set of 
all noncharacteristic vectors which is clearly dense in 7)“. As (4.1 ‘) was 
proved in Section 2, (2.2) thus implies that (4.3) can be solved for convex 
sets 0 and g E D;-(O). 
COROLLARY 4.4. (a) Let V, (defined for P,) contaitz a basis q/’ : “. 
Then (4.1) is valid for P, PI if (4.1’) is valid for P, arld P, 
(b) Let V contain a basis of II!” and P satisfy (4.1’ ). Then for el’erj’ 
zero solution f E D;(O’ x p” “‘), 0’ open in ~I~“‘. and ever!’ K’ @Z 0’. there 
is a solution FE Dl (rd’) s.t. 
Fl -f &‘\i.” ,I’ - and supp Fc 0’ x 5,” ” , 
(c) Same assumptions as in (b). Then for ever-q elementary solution E 
there is an elementart’ solution .I? s.t. E= E 011 B, x r I’ I” arld 
supp .@ c B,, x I-,” ‘I’. 
ProoJ (a) If (4.1’) is fulfilled for P, and P, with ,!?; E BjF,‘, , then the 
equation P,(D) l? = E2 is solvable in 0; such that supp l? c BZF 2 i;~J” ” as 
Theorem 4.3(c) shows. 
(b) One has to choose h E Cz(Ip”‘) suitably and to solve P(D) g = 
P(D)@) using Theorem 4.3. F :=fh -g then solves (b). 
(c) is a direct application of (b). 
The growth condition proved in Section 3 for the “cut off’ elementary 
solution E’ naturally cannot be expected in Corollary 4.4(c). 
If P is p-hypoelliptic then a classical theorem of Hoermander states that 
C’F (0) c P(O). We will show now that for certain sets 0 we have 
C;:(O) c ~~(0) indeed. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let P be hypoelliptic and sati@ (4.1). if 0’ is open in 
II?“, then CF(O’ x R’-“) c ~“(0’ x I?‘-“). 
Proof. By Corollary 4.4(b) we may assume that f E CjF(O’ X lF?“m ’ ) is 
defined on ip” in fact. But as we noticed in Section 2 already, C:‘(P”) c 
,J”(lFn). 
The following application is a general version of Corollaries 1 and 2 in 
(7 I. Let P be hypoelliptic s.t. deg,, P = u and (4.1) is satisfied for x’ = .Y, . 
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As we showed in [8 ] the space of locally slowly growing solutions of P(D) 
defined on R\{O} x lR”-’ coincides with the space of all solutionsfhaving a 
u-fold distributional boundary value on I?“-‘. This boundary value mapping 
R” is a (topological) homomorphism onto the u-fold copy of D#?“-I). 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let P satisfy the above assumptions. Then for every 
E > 0 and every v-tuple (Ti> of distributions there exists a locally slowly 
growing solution uCTj) s.t. supp ucTij c I-E, E] x R”-’ and R”(u(,-~,) = (Ti). 
ProoJ By [8] there is a locally slowly growing solution u(r,) representing 
Vi). Now utr.) can be cut off as in Corollary 4.4(b) without hurting the 
growth condition. 
In [9 ] the representation of Y’ by slowly growing solutions was proved. 
These solutions cannot have their supports bounded with respect to x, as this 
would imply the existence of a nonzero solution which is polynomially 
growing on R” and has x,-bounded support. This contradicts a classical 
theorem on the uniqueness of the Cauchy problem. 
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